
Wave, Inc. Introduces Glide Color Pencils Value and Ease of Use to the Art Supply Market 

(April 4, 2011- Lafayette, IN)  Wave, Inc. is proud to present their latest line of colored pencils 

called Glide. Glide will allow artist of all skill levels to create works of arts with ease. Glide is 

exactly what professional artists have been waiting for and what hobbyist and art students will 

come to expect as a standard in the industry. 

Designed for all levels of artist, Glide will perform to a standard above all other professional 

colored pencils on the market. These pencils have superior blending capabilities; no longer will 

artists have to spend monotonous hours attempting to make a smooth consistent color. These 

pencils are durable yet contain a high wax content allowing for a long lifespan and superior color 

consistency 

Glide utilizes twistable sharpening technology, making pencil sharpeners obsolete and the pencil 

shaving mess a thing of the past. This twistable sharpening technology and the durability of the 

color allow for these pencils to be a great value, due to no wasted color.  

The Glide product line offered one hundred and twenty color options. These one hundred and 

twenty colors along with their superior blending capabilities allow for every color possible. Glide 

pencils will be sold separately as well as in twelve, twenty-four, forty-eight, and one hundred 

twenty count sets.  

Wave, Inc. is known for their superior quality art supplies and is proud to add Glide to their 

prestigious product line up. Glide offers superior blending quality, no mess twistable sharpening, 

and a no-waste value for artist of all skill level.  

About Wave, Inc. 

Wave, Inc. has been a trusted name in art supplies for 50 years. Based out of Lafayette, IN, 

Wave, Inc. is introducing Glide colored pencils to their lineup of excellent art supplies.  


